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Oh my god
I think my heart was asleep
I woke up
Your face is lost in a dream
All this love is singing me to my sheets
But now your gone and so's the melody

And everyday there are flowers sprouting new
Cos outta the rain the most beautiful things grew
And I'm growing out of you.

I'm moving along, moving along tonight
Cos I've been let down and I need to feel high
I'm moving along, moving with love tonight
Cos I've been out of this time? and now I'm back to the
Line?

Looking through a dirty window - top floor
?Trees alight and through colours?
Cos the suns coming up and it's dancing in the tree
tops
I am awaking with him - yes I am

I'm moving along, moving along tonight
Cos I've been let down and I need to feel high
I'm moving along, moving with love tonight
Cos I've been out of this sun? and now I'm back to the
Light?

And it's strange how we find that my moves are
Constantly defined by the shade in your eyes

Be careful girl you've got a lot to lose this time
This time I'm getting

Out of the ground and back to the street
Cos you are the roots that tied to my feet
But I breakaway, I stand and I leave
I walk away, I walk away

And now we lay here in seperate house until you find
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Satisfaction in how good this was
It's been a tough year but I'm forget thing that
Cos now I'm moving on

Go on - Scream
Flail up your arms cos your loosing sleep
I'm sure that's why
Believe what you need to cos we don't believe you
Cos everyones been talking and they know what you
are

You're tripping out inside your fear
Left that leaving town in my ears
But now that melody's gone

Moving along, moving along tonight
Moving along, moving along tonight
Moving along, moving with love tonight

So when your listening
You've got to know this - it's you I blame
?and know this day is a mistake
No matter which game you drag me through or play?
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